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Originally founded in the 
early 1990s by the 
southern African 
community of that area, 
the mosque adapted a 
former Anglican church to 
suit the requirements of 
Muslim worship.  Image Source: Muslim Funeral Services Ltd.  

http://www.mfs.asn.au/ghusl-room.html 

From Jessica Harris, “Tradition, Identity and Adaptation: Mosque Architecture in South-East Queensland” in 
Proceedings of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand: 30, Open, edited by Alexandra 
Brown and Andrew Leach (Gold Coast, 
Qld: SAHANZ, 2013), vol. 1, p 349. 
   



Masjid Al Farooq 
The mosque that stands on this 
same site today was reconstructed 
after an arson attack on the original 
mosque building on September 21, 
2001, just ten days after the 
terrorist attacks on New York City. 
The Kuraby Mosque thereby 
became the first mosque anywhere 
in the world to be damaged or 
destroyed as a direct response to 
the attacks of September 11.[31] 

Image Source: Queensland Muslim Historical 
Society Facebook 

Harris. p. 349; f.n. 31. Mohammed Adallah, “Mosque Attack, 
September 2001,” 2005, transcript and video, Making 
Multicultural Australia, online at 
http://www.multiculturalaustralia.edu.au/ 
library/media/Video/id/824.Mosque-attack- September-2001 
(accessed April 24, 2013).  



Source Image: Jessica Harris, “Tradition, Identity and Adaptation: Mosque Architecture in South-East 
Queensland” in Proceedings of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand: 30, Open, 
edited by Alexandra Brown and Andrew Leach (Gold Coast, Qld: SAHANZ, 2013), vol. 1, p 351. 



From Slide 12. Alex Finlayson,  Teacher, Marist College, Emerald (Qld). World Religions Ethnographic 
Investigation - 2015 .  In. SlideShare. (http://www.slideshare.net/MrFinlayson/world-religions-ethnographic-
investigation-2015) 
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…the current building was 
the outcome of a 
collaborative process 
between members of the 
Kuraby Islamic Trust and 
an unidentified 
Yugoslavian Muslim 
architect.[34]  

Harris; fn. 34. Interview with Imraan Nathie, Kuraby,Mosque Trustee, June 5, 2013. 
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According to Kuraby 
trustee Imran Nathie, the 
architectural aesthetic of 
the mosque is modelled 
on the prevalent suburban 
vernacular of South-East 
Queensland, with its 
sheltered verandah space, 
corrugated iron roof, and 
blockwork 
construction.[35]  

Harris; fn. 35. Interview with Imraan Nathie, Kuraby,Mosque Trustee, June 5, 2013. 
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The Kuraby mosque differs in 
appearance from previous 
examples, the only tellingly 
“Islamic” feature being a singular 
minaret, a freestanding structure 
to the south of the main entrance 
standing 11.5 metres high and 
surmounted by a metal sphere 
and crescent. The site boundaries 
permit a correct alignment of the 
entire building to suit the 
direction of the qibla wall which 
makes for an ordered plan with 
symmetrical placement of 
ablution areas, shoe storage and 
amenities.  

Harris; David Beynon, “Centres on the Edge: Multicultural Built Environments in Melbourne,” in Proceedings of the 
Everyday Multiculturalism Conference of the CRSI, ed. Selvaraj Velayutham and Amanda Wise (Sydney: Centre for 
Research and Social Inclusion, Macquarie University, 2006),  p. 9. 
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Suggestive of the curvature of 
the traditional dome, the roof 
instead comprises a 
corrugated iron clad barrel 
vault running through the 
longest section of the 
rectilinear plan. Internally, the 
expression of the barrel vault 
roof runs parallel to the qibla 
wall, which features a full 
height glass block window 
acting as a mihrab in place of 
the conventional niche.  

Harris; David Beynon, “Centres on the Edge: Multicultural Built Environments in Melbourne,” in Proceedings of the 
Everyday Multiculturalism Conference of the CRSI, p. 9. 
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The reinterpretation of 
more common architectural 
conventions in this mosque, 
such as the transformation 
of the dome into a barrel 
vault and introduction of a 
glass block window mihrab 
are small constituents that 
suggest the ongoing process 
of contestation over 
symbolism, ethnic diversity, 
culture and the built 
environment in Australia. 

Harris; David Beynon, “Centres on the Edge: Multicultural Built Environments in Melbourne,” in Proceedings of the 
Everyday Multiculturalism Conference of the CRSI, p. 9. 


